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that it gave me the impression it was final.

BTW - the new 16-year-old girl they signed - Lærke Møller - she sounds pretty
interesting. She is said to be Denmark´s biggest talent in handball and football(   ).
Playing for the youth national teams in both sports at the same time is pretty
impressive. Now was the time, where she had to pick one sport to focus on, and luckily
she chose handball  

It seems Viborg have found the pivot they were looking for. GOG is a bit "short of cash",
so Viborg have bought this years all-star pivot Lene Lund Nielsen.
http://www.gog.dk/index.asp?id=1142&cid ... rofilid=26
It´s not confirmed yet, but some media say it´s a done deal and it is. There is no doubt
now!
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red and white wrote:
It seems Viborg have found the pivot they were looking for. GOG is a bit "short of cash",
so Viborg have bought this years all-star pivot Lene Lund Nielsen. It´s not confirmed
yet, but some media say it´s a done deal.

What do you mean short of cash? Are they selling the players? I remember they have the
highest number of foreigners in the team and let the only good Danish leave?

Do they have contracts with all other players?
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Viborg HK
Valerie Nicolas, Keeper (FRANCE)
Louise Bager Nørgård, Keeper
Marie Staun, Keeper
Heidi Astrup, Playmaker
Trine Troelsen, Playmaker
Chao Zhai, Leftback (CHINA)
Rikke Skov, Leftback
Grit Jurack, Rightback (GERMANY)
Isabel Ortuño, Rightback (SPAIN)
Henriette Mikkelsen, Leftwing
Ann Grete Nørgård, Leftwing
Cristina Varzaru, Rightwing (ROMANIA)
Kristina Bille Hansen, Rightwing
Lene Lund Nielsen, Pivot
Olga Assink, Pivot (HOLLAND)
Charlotte Højfeldt, Pivot

Joining
Heidi Astrup - Aalborg DH
Lene Lund Nielsen - GOG
Ann Grete Nørgård - Skive
Cristina Varzaru - Rapid Bucuresti

Leaving
Katrine Fruelund - HC Leipzig
Camilla Thorsen - HC Leipzig
Saskia Mulder - ??? Slagelse ???
Karen Smidt - ?
Marie Møller - ??? Slagelse ???
Lotte Kiærskou - Retiring

Maybe Viborg will get an extra back-player, but I doubt it. Their team is build up with
one experinced player and one young talent on every single position except the pivot.
They have three of Denmark´s biggest talents K. Bille, A.G. Nørgård and T. Troelsen.


